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ITIL® Version 3 At a Glance takes a graphical approach to consolidating the information of ITIL® version 3. ITIL® is an internationally-recognized set of best practices for providing IT service management. IT organizations worldwide are implementing ITIL® as a vehicle for improving IT service quality and improve return on investment for IT services.
The desk references unique graphical approach will take otherwise complex textual descriptions and make the information accessible in a series of consistent, simple diagrams. ITIL® Version 3 At a Glance will be of interest to organizations looking to train their staffs in a consistent and cost-effective way. Further, this book is ideal for anyone involved in planning consulting, implementing, or testing an ITIL® Version 3 implementation.

Each chapter in ITIL® Version 3 at a Glance summarizes one of the ITIL® v3 books in the following consistent structure:

- Brief Description of the Stage

- Overview Diagram of the Stage

- Key Concepts of the Stage

- Practices or Processes

- Roles

- Process Purpose

- Overview Diagram

- Key Concepts
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Media in the Ubiquitous Era: Ambient, Social and Gaming Media (Premier Reference Source)IGI Global, 2011

	Media in the ubiquitous area is undergoing a tremendous change. Social media and Web 2.0 are applied in ever more diverse practices both in private and public communities and digital games and play are currently undergoing many transformations. Traditional communication and expression modalities are challenged and totally new practices are...
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Pro JavaScript Techniques: Second EditionApress, 2015

	Pro JavaScript Techniques is the ultimate JavaScript book for today's web developer. It provides everything you need to know about modern JavaScript, and teaches you what JavaScript can do for your web sites. This book doesn't waste any time looking at things you already know, but instead concentrates on fundamental, vital...
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The Cambridge Handbook of Information and Computer EthicsCambridge University Press, 2010

	Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs) have profoundly changed many aspects of life, including the nature of entertainment, work, communication, education, healthcare, industrial production and business, social relations and conflicts. They have had a radical and widespread impact on our moral lives and hence on contemporary...
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Full Throttle: 122 Strategies to Supercharge Your Performance at WorkJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
Do you want to be charged up every day? Do you want to be focused for every meeting? Do you want greater health, balance and happiness?
    Facing a continual barrage of tasks coupled with a tough economy, many people feel completely drained by day’s end. To stay ahead of the game, you need to capitalize on your energy, to go full...
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The Complete Guide to Buying and Selling Apartment BuildingsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
The systematic acquisition of real estate properties over time is unquestionably
one of the surest means of accumulating wealth. While building a
respectable real estate portfolio is a process that can take months, or even
years, the patient and diligent investor enjoys a high probability of earning
above-average returns for his...
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Crafting Rails Applications: Expert Practices for Everyday Rails Development (Pragmatic Programmers)Pragmatic Bookshelf, 2011

	
		This book guides you through these new APIs through practical examples. In each chapter, we will use test-driven development to build a Rails extension or application that covers new Rails 3 features and how these features fit in the Rails 3 architecture. By the time you finish this book, you will understand Rails better and be more...
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